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Instructions, care- &
safety notices
Pure Pete
Pearly Pete
Plunging Pete  

         There are a couple of things that you must be careful of:

•	 Persons with electronic or metal implants (e.g. heart pacemakers) must not use 
stimulation current without previously consulting a medical doctor. The same 
applies to persons with heart trouble or cardiac arrhythmia.

•	 Stimulation must never be carried out in a way in which current is conducted 
through the brain or the heart. Never stimulate the larynxes or the area of the 
throat. Muscle cramps in this area can lead to suffocation. 

•	 Electrical stimulators must not be used in the vicinity of explosive or inflammable 
materials.

•	 Stimulating current may only be used on healthy skin. 

•	 Keep out of reach of children. 

For more information on e-stim, have a look at www.mystim.com

Any questions?
Just contact us.
We‘ll take care of it.
hello@mystim.com

Videos showing the use and care of our toys:
www.mystim.com/care_instructions.html

Congratulations!
So you have managed to bag a Pete. A good decision. This way, you have chosen a 
quality product „made in Germany“.

Our Pete is available in three different versions: Pure Pete, as the basic model, made of 
medical grade platinum silicone, Pearly Pete, with three 23-carat gold plated balls, and 
Plunging Pete, with two gold balls flanking a 24-carat dilator with a length of 3,5cm 
and 4 mm in diameter. 

To make sure you will have lots of fun with your toy for a good long time to come, 
please read carefully the following instructions for use.

We wish you an excellent time
Your Mystim Team        

This is how Pete is used
The most important thing at the start: To find the best intensity for you, do not con-
nect the stimulator until Pete has been correctly fitted. Please use only water-based 
lubricant, for example our „Bonnie & Glide“, or – for even better conductivity – our 
Mystim conductive gel „The Goldfather“.

Pure Pete
Position Pure Pete and draw the loops tighter so that the toy encloses the head of 
your penis with gentle pressure. To fix the lower loop, carefully draw the ends side-
ways until they are held in position by the securing device. 

Pearly Pete
The gold balls are particularly conductive and bundle the stimulation – and they are 
moveable. Before tightening the upper loop, you can move them to your very own, 
favourite positions.

Plunging Pete
When inserting the dilator into the urethra, you may feel slight tension or gentle 
pressure, but it should never be unpleasant or at all painful. Under no circumstances 
must you use force when inserting the dilator.

Please examine your Plunging Pete meticulously for any uneven surfaces or sharp 
edges before using it for the first time. Like all Mystim products, Pete undergoes a 
quality control before we let him out to play. But we, too, can make a mistake now 
and then. 

For dilators, hygiene and sterility are extremely important. Make sure to sterilise your 
dilator and penis before and after every use and use a sterile lubricant and sterile 
gloves. Please make absolutely sure to observe the warnings and safety instructions 
for the respective products that you use for cleaning purposes.

Cleaning & Care
Each of our Petes consists of 100% medical grade platinum silicone and is therefore 
particularly hygienic and easy to clean with water and a mild soap. To clean Pete, 
please pull the loops completely out of the plastic coupling. At regular intervals, you 
should also use a skin-friendly disinfectant (Please observe the respective instructions 
for use). Before re-using Pete, please make sure that he is completely dry.

The thing with the stimulation current
E-Stim, i.e. electrical stimulation, has been gaining ever more popularity in recent years, 
and no wonder. In your intimate areas there are lots of nerves – far more than in other 
parts. With a properly regulated device for electrical stimulation and the appropriate 
toys, you can stimulate every single one of these nerves to a state of ecstasy.

This stimulation is perfectly safe if it is carried out with due care and attention and 
high-quality products.


